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wilfred griggs a longtimelong time brigham young university
faculty member has established his credentials among the worlds
leading coptic scholars with the publication of early egyptian
christianity a thoroughly researched and carefully argued study of
the historical development of formative christianity in one of its
most important but largely neglected areas although he perhaps
promises more than he delivers the book will be welcomed as the
most up to date and comprehensive volume on the subject by
scholars and students of the early church who are interested in more
than just the genesis of orthodox catholicism

briggssgriggssGrigg ss major thesis that early egyptian christians were
not bound by a centralized ecclesiastical organization nor did they
have a stringent and well developed doctrinal position vi is not
a revolutionary one since the startling diversity of doctrine among
early christians was posited half a century earlier by walter bauer
in his pathbreaking orthodoxy and heresy in earliest christianity
however because bauer looked at a much broader area than just
egypt and because numerous manuscripts have been discovered
and scholarly studies written since then briggssgriggssGriggss development of
this thesis is much deeper as well as more extensive in time griggs
portrays and develops the tension between various christian
groups which culminated in the separation of the coptic church
from catholic christianity following the council ofofchalcedonchalcedonchalcedonyChalchaicedon in 454511

griggssbriggssGrigg ss audience seems to be primarily a scholarly one as
evidenced by the steep price de rigueur with this prestigious
publisher of scholarly tomes as well as by the plethora of footnotes
up to 371 per chapter and by briggssgriggssGriggss usual though not

consistent practice ofquoting manuscripts and scholarly studies in
the footnotes in their original language without translating them
into english if you are fluent in greek latin and coptic and have
a smattering of french and german you should feel quite at home
here fortunately for those of us who may be a little linguistically
rusty griggs does translate source citations in the text proper and
he takes pains to write clearly and largely jargon free providing
explanations of technical terms as they are needed although
previous familiarity with the names and issues in the early centuries
of christianity helps it is not essential for understanding the book
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the latter day saintreadersaintSain treaderreader used to the polemics ofofatalmageofa Talmagetaimage
or a nibley on the topic of post new testament christianity will
be both intrigued and challenged by early egyptian christianity
griggssbriggssGrigg ss account usually avoids sectarian polemic and few
other than sharp eyed latter day saints will suspect a hidden
agenda note for instance that he avoids the temptation to
mormonizemormoniteMormonize the term presbyterate 61 into elders or worse yet
elders quorum not surprisingly however he does tend to the
conservative end of the biblical scholar spectrum although this
tendency is usually kept low key pronouns referring to jesus are
capitalized 3 accounts widely questioned by more liberal
scholars such as the great commission to do missionary work or the
manifestations at pentecost are assumed to be historical 441515 and
griggs protests that the lack of evidence supporting herodsherndsHerods
slaughter of the innocents does not by itself invalidate matthews
historical credibility 35 n 2 scriptural literalistslitera lists need not fear
that their faith will be shaken at other times griggs seems to want
to straddle both camps without taking a stand on controversial
issues in a cautiously worded explanation he concedes that the
modem trend in scholarship is away from accepting the historicity
of acts 9 n 6 see especially 13 and that the development of old
testament themes in the new testament generally leads scholars to
doubt the accuracy of the historical narratives in the latter 35 n 1

the aloof tone distances him from this fray
nevertheless the book is not about the new testament per se

and when he gets beyond its confines griggs is free to be more
critical and creative with respect to traditional interpretations he is
openly skeptical ofpost new testament traditions 2035 n 5 his
point that the effort to distinguish orthodoxy from heresy in early
egyptian christianity is anachronistic follows bauers lead but
griggs expands the field of sectariesnectariessectaries arguing that bauer
overemphasized gnosticism 32 33 not only is there no con-
temporary evidence for a struggle against the early so called
heretics a term overusedoverused here by griggs 46 but griggs
contends that the charges against such early egyptian heresiarchs
as cerianthuscerinthusCerin thus carpocratesharpocratesCarpocrates basilides and valentinus were largely
unfounded and depend on the corrupted teachings and morals of
their later disciples 47ff47ff

apparently griggs along with several other latter day saint
students of early christian history sees the gnosticsagnostics as preservers
of the last remnants ofsome of the authentic traditions and teachings
lost by catholicecclesiasticalCatholic ecclesiastical christianity valentinus who almost
became a bishop of rome in the third century was charged with
adding new revelation 53 whereas western christianity had
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already rejected continuing revelation preferring to philosophize
the scriptures 55 griggs translates ten teleiantekeian gnosingnesin as the
perfect knowledge literally correct or the gnosis accompanied by
ritual 53 such phraseology seems calculated to raise temple
associations in the minds of members of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints but griggs does not support this inter-
pretationpretation from context or from similar usage elsewhere compare
the temple motifs in monastic visions on page 200

later discussing the manicheesMani chees melitiansMelit ians arians monks
and rival archbishopsarchbishops from cities outside egypt griggs gives a
generally balanced account of the labyrinthine twists and turns of
alexandrian ecclesiastical politics and controversies however the
details are not very flattering to the orthodox tradition and briggssgriggssGriggss
sympathies for its rivals are not difficult to detect despite the
skillful campaign of athanasius the longtermlong term fourth century
bishop of alexandria to cooptco opt monasticism griggs properly cites
that ascetic movement as evidence of the churchschurche inadequacy and
thus presents monasticism as a challenge to the ecclesiastical
establishment 106 one point of controversy was the language and
theological assumptions of the nicene creed which athanasius
championed but which the monks tended to see as at variance with
literal doctrines of the bible 146 griggs is clearly on the side of
the dissenters pointing out that athanasius was attempting to
eradicate old traditions not an innovative heresy 174 we are
reminded that heretical movements are usually conservative and
reactionary a fact equally true in latter day saint history

of course the foremost opponents ofofnicaeanicaeanicaean were the arians
who rejected the formula that the son was of the same substance
homoousious as the father ie both were fully god arian

subordinationism has found considerable sympathy among latter
day saint students but griggs rightly points out that the theological
difference between athanasius and the arians was less than is
generally assumed 146 both started from the philosophically
determined conception of god as infinite eternal and unchange-
able having nothing substantial in common with humanity arian
doctrine was not an early version of latter day saint church doctrine

the authors caution and balance is generally refreshing as
when he avoids the common pitfall of turning initial hypotheses into
later assumptions see especially 178 however I1 was a little
disappointed by the cursory treatment of the fonformationnation of the coptic
church as a separate entity A more thorough development of this
topic would have rounded out things nicely even though it would
have taken griggs slightly beyond 451 AD the year of the council
ofofchalcedonchalcedonchalcedonyChalchaicedon he wasnt very strict about this end point anyway
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likewise the covecoverageage of the theological and political rivalries of
the alexandrian bishopric with its counterparts in non egyptian
sees in chapter 6 strikes one as less germane to the stated intent of the
book the subject has certainly been adequately treated elsewhere

at times the editing seemed a little haphazard at first griggs
uses the verb form proselytizing 3 but reverts to proselyting in the
very next paragraph 4 see 19 and others footnotes are not always
treated systematically as when on page 222 note 137 J N D
kellys early christian doctrines is given with full bibliographic
information despite being cited numerous times earlier in the text
even in the same chapter

but these are minorquibblesminor quibbles that by no means detract from the
value of the book it is a solid achievement impressive both for its
scholarship and for its readability I1 think latter day saint readers
will be particularly intrigued by the muddled dynamic between the
established orthodoxy which paradoxically seemed always to be
shifting ground and the dissenting traditionalists who are calling
for a return to the good old days but are portrayed as radical
innovators by their opponents although griggs never explicitly
suggests the parallel the controversy between the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints and its various orthodox christian
detractors has many points of contact with his subject anyone who
claims to be an informed christian and any student of religious
history will profit from acquaintance with griggssbriggssGriggss work


